Edited Interview with Mervyn Stewart in The Guinea Pig, Dalkey (23/112008)
Mairtin Mac Con lomaire (MM) Mervyn Stewart (MS)
1.

MM: So basically what I do here is I bring you through sort of an oral history or a life history
approach. So I just bring you sort of briefly through where you were born, when you born, etc.
Just through your sort of childhood, how your influence of food, you know schooling and your
first sort of job, ifthat's alright.

2.

MS:

Okay you work away, you ask the questions?

3.

MM:

When were you born and where were you born?

4.

MS:
I was born on the lOth September 1944 in a place called Millicent, a townland near Clane,
Co. Kildare.

5.

MM:

And how many were in the family?

6.

MS:

There were seven children.

7.

MM:

And what did your father work at?

8.

MS:

My father worked as a foreman in Odiums Flour Mills in Naas.

9. MM:

And your mother was a mother I suppose?

10. MS:

A full-time cook and mother (laugh).

11. MM:

You did your schooling locally I take it?

12. MS:
Well the house I was born in we had no running water, we had no electricity, you might
as well live a hundred miles from Dublin in the middle of the country than live twenty-five miles
from Dublin. But I went to a school in a place called Hewtson School in Clane. It was attached to
the local Church of Ireland Church, community.
13. MM:

Or was it a specific method of teaching it.

Unfortunately it was rather English in its outlook and the slants on history and teaching
14. MS:
was very Anglo rather than Irish so our slant on history was more Anglicised than it was. I mean
the games that were played were hockey and cricket (laugh). That all changed but that was what
was there at the time. We lived in a very sort of cloistered community in that there were no, or
very few, other young boys or girls around the area but they weren't allowed play with Catholic
children at that time. We were very much closeted.
15. MM:

So what religion were the family?

16. MS:

Church of Ireland.

17. MM:

It was Church of Ireland and you sort of stayed within that sort of circle as such?

18. MS:

Certainly in that circle, very much so.

19. MM:

So there mustn't have been many in the school itself?
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Figure MS.l: Young Mervyn Stewart
20. MS:
Oh there would have been forty or fifty students in that school at that time. It was a
boarding school as well. It was set-up originally for the local community and for children of
widows or orphans who would have a school to go to in a boarding school environment
21. MM:

Okay yeah. And your father, was he born in Ireland?

Oh yeah he was born Dunadig which is not too far away and my mother was born, she
22. MS:
was actually reared in what's now know as the K Club. Her father was the Chief Stewart in the
Old Barton Estate.
23 . MM:

And what was her maiden name?

Fossett. They actually came very from very large families themselves. It's unusual in a
24. MS:
Protestant family to have, my father had, there was thirteen children in his family and there was
eleven in mother's family. It's an unusual number of children to have in those families .
25. MM:

You moved onto secondary school?

No, no I left school at twelve-and-a-half. I'd done my primary at twelve-and-a-half and
26. MS:
they were teaching me Latin and algebra at twelve-and-a-half because there was nothing else they
could teach me and I couldn't leave school and so at thirteen-and-a-half I went to a stud furm in
Co. Meath to work as a house boy until I was fourteen and then I moved from there to the Royal
Hibernian Hotel in Dawson Street.
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27. MM: Now what was the influence as such, what was the influence to moving into a kitchen or
becoming a chef?
Well there were two women had a huge influence in my life, one was my mother who
28. MS:
was a brilliant teacher in her own right and very ambitious for me and secondly there was a lady
called Mrs. Handy who was the wife of the Archdeacon of Kildare and took a great interest in my
career. I was boy soprano and sang solo in the cathedrals and churches. I even sang on radio and it
was planned that I would go to, I had a scholarship from the Royal School of Church Music in
London. I had also a scholarship into St Patrick's Cathedral School in Dublin and I was meant to
go on for the ministry to become a Minister but because (laugh) of family circumstances it wasn't
going to work out. But Mrs. Handy knew I was very fond of cooking and she got it into her head
that I should be a chef and travel the world and work on the liners. That was her vision. So she
knew Ken Besson who was the owner of the Hibernian and I was indentured into the Hibernian for
five years.
29. MM: What year was this? You were born in '44 so we're looking at '59, around '59 or so.
Was Davy Edwards there at the time?
'58 . Davy Edwards was there yeah. He was there, he was a junior chef there and I was a
3 0. MS:
little fourteen year old (laugh) and I work under Roger Noblet.
31. MM:

But Roger Noblet wasn't the head chef at that time was he?

32. MS:
He was, he'd come over from the Russell. He was the second head chef in the Russell.
Do you know his history?
33. MM:

No, I knew he was Breton, that's all I know about him.

He worked as a personal chef to a German general in Paris during the war. He was
34. MS:
advised to get out of Paris after the war or he could have been targeted as a collaborator so he took
a small boat over like a lot of people from France to the south of Ireland and married an Irish girl.
35. MM:

Right, where was she from do you remember?

She was Irish, that's all I know. I never met her. And he came over from Rolland,
36. MS:
Rolland was the head chef in the Russell and that would be Pierre Rolland. And I worked under
Hector Fabron as well in the Hibernian. He was the manager. He came from the Russell as well.
37. MM: And then he was away for a while. He went to the Scottish hotel school for a while and
then he came back again, Hector Fabron did. Who do you remember now? You arrive now,
you're fourteen years old or so, you arrive in indentured into the Royal Hibernian. Who was in
the kitchen? Do you remember any of the other chefs there or?
Well there was Nicky Cluskey, who eventually ended up as head chef. There was Johnny
38. MS:
Hobbs he was the vegetable chef I worked under him. There was Kevin Barry who was the sous
chef and sauce chef all in one. He was second head chef and sauce chef and there was Mary
Murphy she was the larder chef. That's all the ones I remember offhand. But in those days the
conditions were pretty Victorian. If you read George Orwell's book.
39. MM:

'Down and Out in Paris and London'?.

40. MS:
The conditions in the kitchens were very similar in reality, for instance La Plonge was
exactly as he described La Plonge in the Hotel Lottie which is where he worked by the way. That
was discovered by an Irish girl. She discovered that. The copper pots were washed obviously with
the silver sand and the flour and the vinegar and it was amazing because they brought in the late
'50s they brought in the first aluminium pots I remember distinctly Hobbs said to me 'sonny you
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wash those pots over there' and I said ' I didn't come here to be a kitchen porter, I came here to be
a chef and Noblet comes and says 'if you don't wash the pots you'll you go back down the
country' . So I washed the pots (laugh) because you can't wash aluminium obviously in the same
sinks as La Plonge. But they were vicious guys. I remember on one occasion I handed out a silver
platter and what's his name, the sous chefKevin Barry put his hand on it and said 'sonny this isn't
very hot, I'll show you what is' and he walked away. A wide ladle sitting in the plains and he put
the back ofthe ladle on the back ofmyhand and said 'sonny that's hot'. That's the kind of thing
they'd do you in those days. I was stripped once down in La Plonge and a woman painted my
Netherlands with black boot polish as an initiation. That is the sort of thing that went on in those
days, but you just took it on the chin and said nothing. Just got on with it (laugh). There were quite
a lot of guys who were drinking heavily. I wouldn't say they were on drugs but there were quite a
Jot of vicious guys out there. Quite a few of them are dead now, I mean drink and knives and
whatever.
41. MM:

Some very talented chefs are dead now actually.

Oh quite a few. Just over consumption of alcohol and just didn't look after themselves.
42. MS:
But one of the things I discovered when I was seventeen, sixteen, seventeen was that a Jot of these
guys were illiterate and they weren't going anywhere, so what I did was I contacted the
International Correspondence Schools and I took it upon myself to GECE course by
correspondents and sat the exams and got A's and B ' s all the way through and I then took up a
course which took me three years until I was twenty-one in hotel and catering management by
correspondence but told nobody. And I got my diploma after three years again with high grades
but it was never on a CV because I told nobody because I reckoned ifl wasn't careful I'd be over
qualified to be a chef. So I just told nobody. Kept it at the back of my head but when I became a
head chef I knew how the system worked because a lot of chefS didn't. Because one of the things
that used to happen is Fabron would come down and he' d say something to the head chef. The
head chef would explode. The margins are down, the margins are down, the gross margins are
down. Nobody knew what this margin was. The percentage is down, the percentage is down and
the chef would beat up the commis and the commis would beat up the porters nearly so it all went
down the line but nobody knew what it meant. But the head chef had no control over purchasing
and pricing but he still had to try to make these margins which were fictitious margins that nobody
knew how to achieve. I learnt that which stood me in great stead when I got older because when I
got older, then I knew how that worked and I really was able to use the knowledge against the
management if they tried to push me around in relation to, you know, 'the percentages are down' .
So that gave me a great help.
43. MM: Tell me something Ken Besson at the time and Fabron they sort ofhad a scheme a sort of
a training scheme you know. Were you a part of that?
It was there in theory and when they tried to teach you French and tried to teach to
44. MS:
various things but it never really came enough (inaudible) . We'd even put in showers in the staff
area, and nobody used them, there were just dirty chefs clothes thrown in them and the people at
the time including myself we weren' t trained to hygiene. But nobody died (laugh).

45. MM: Yeah just that I've seen in the newspapers, I've gone through some of the archives of
newspapers and there were photographs of sort of award winners that they used to run this sort of
annual competition sort of thing and they used to send people away to France and things like that.
But I never actually, the Hibernian wasn' t as good as that as the Russell was. I know that
46. MS:
for a fact but I never really got into that scheme for some reason. It seemed to disappearing into
the late, into the early ' 60s because the Hibernian was in trouble at that stage. There didn't seem
to be the same incentive to go ahead with because nobody from the Hibernian in my time went to
France that I know of. Certainly the Russell did.
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47. MM: Yeah I'll check the dates because at one stage it was when the Bailey was involved, I
think around, I can't remember the exact that Besson sold the Bailey then to John Ryan so it
maybe before your time you know.
48. MS:
Probably afterwards. The Bailey was part of my time in the late '50s. The '60s I think
they sold it. I'd say so. You see one of the problems of the Hibernian is when they started building
the modern hotels with en-suite bathrooms and that you still had to walk down the corridor in the
Hibernian with your towel and your dressing gown to get a bath in a common area and obviously
with the structure of the building it was impossible to do that. But they were the days when you
had a gas jet in the chicken where you had to singe all your chickens and the ducks before you
pluck them into pheasants and you know it was really an amazing experience and you would have
never traded it for anything else because you learnt the old fashioned way when, you know,
butchery was butchery in a kitchen and sauces were mounted and glazed. A lot of duchesse potato
and all that sort of original old style French cuisine was there.
49. MM: Tell me about the technology because I know I have it from around 1905 or so I have a
reference that the kitchen was fully modernised. Right so that's 1905.
In the Hibernian. Now in my day you had three ranges each side, in the centre of the
50. MS:
kitchen.

51. MM:

Were they gas or coal?

52. MS:
They were neither, they started them off with wood and they finished with coal and my
first job and my first nick name was 'coal in the hole'. And my job was to get the coal scuttle,
'coal in the hole' and get the scuttle under the big sort of open area where they all came down. It
filled the kitchen with dust when they all came down and it was the top of the ranges. It was one
of my first jobs. But one of the biggest problems they had in the Hibernian like every other hotel
in Ireland was between the months of say May into September there were no fresh vegetables and
they used tin peas, tin carrots, tinned celery, la cour de solaire, tinned everything. They'd no fresh
vegetables around that time and then suddenly all the cauliflowers arrived in and all the broccolis
arrived in but one of the most beautiful vegetable was sea kale and you don't see it anymore. They
did a beautiful sea kale, cooked it like asparagus.
53. MM:

Lovelyyeah.

And potatoes were crap. They were never graded, they were dirty, they were full of God
54. MS:
knows whatever. Potatoes were terrible.
55. MM: And would they have had different types of potatoes depending on what they were doing
with them whether they were mashing them or whether they were frying or whatever.
56. MS:
No, no whatever vegetables came in is what you got. Again when you got into the middle
of the summer you're using last years ...
57. MM:

Old crop.

And they were soft and they were rotten and they were just terrible. But there's a great
58. MS:
story in the Hibernian in the late '50s where they had a dinner party for a hundred people lets say
and the chef de garde in the afternoon put in fifty pousain in the oven and they went on fire in the
oven and he just packed his gear and walked out of the kitchen and was never seen again (laugh).
59. MM:

Tell me when you were there, you did five years there did you?

60. MS:
No I did four years there (1958-1962). I got fed up because what happened was I was
stuck on the vegetable comer for a long time because the chef wouldn't let me off the vegetable
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comer. I couldn't, I wasn't getting on at all with sauce chef so they wouldn't let me near the sauce
comers. Mary Murphy had her pals in the larder so I couldn't get into the larder so I ended up in
the pastry house for a while and learnt an awful lot there.
61. MM:

Who was the pastry chef?

62. MS:
I can't remember his name. He was a big awe-inspiring guy. Edwards was there for a
while. He took over from him.
63. MM:

Yeah he was pastry for a while that's right yeah.

64. MS:
That's right I worked under Edwards there for a while. He was a bit of a lunatic but at the
same time he was an extremely good chef. He had a vicious streak like a lot of them (laugh).
65 . MM:

Yeah, were there many foreign chefs there while you were there.

66. MS:

None, not one.

67. MM:

So just Noblet was the only one as such. Did some come and go at all?

68. MS:
No there wasn't that much of a movement. Most of the guys who started there were still
there when I left.
69. MM: Very steady. The waiters as such was there any foreign waiters as such there do you
remember?
70. MS:
No not that I remember. No there weren't no. But they were like, you were never
encouraged to even be friendly with them. They were on the other side of the fence.
71. MM:

Right okay so there was a ...

72. MS:
There was always that tension between waiters and chefs and it stills goes on. It still goes
on today.
73. MM:

And was Michael Govemey was he there at this stage?

74. MS:

Not in my time, he came later.

75. MM:

There was the main business there, you had the restaurant and then you had ...

7 6. MS:

You had the Lafayette.

77. MM:

Had you the Bianconi grill at that stage.

78. MS:
The Bianconi grill was there but before that you had the Rotisserie. It was absolutely
amazing. Beautiful rotisserie and of course you had the Charles down in the Buttery as well.
79. MM: Okay that was the Buttery bar as such. That was a famous sort of cocktail bar the two
Jack and George was it?
80. MS:
I can't remember their names and again I never got to see those guys because we didn't
even change in the areas. The kitchen was quite isolated from that point of view although because
of my background I never socialised with one person, so I was very much a loner, so that probably
didn't help my cause because like I said the background I had was very much cloistered and I was
probably only apart from the owners I was probably the only Protestant guy in there but that was
never brought up by anybody ever. It was never an issue but I always regarded as being a little bit
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different because the word was out that I came through Besson. Not through the nonnal channels
like college. I never went to college.
81. MM: I remember David Edwards had gone to college, he'd done the Cathal Brugha Street
route or whatever yeah.

82. MS:
You see I was very young because most of the guys were probably sixteen when they
started, I was fourteen so I had a two year jump. By the time I was twenty I had five years
experience.
83 . MM:

It was quite a culture shock coming in at fourteen?

84. MS:
Well it was because you know coming up from the country and suddenly you're in this
incredibly swanky hotel.
85 . MM:

Where were you staying?

86. MS:
I stayed in a place called the Harding Boy's Home. It was up in Christchurch Place and it
was a home set-up by a man called Harding in nineteenth century for Protestant boys coming up to
Dublin where they would have a safe environment to live in. It was very much based on dormitory
and prefects. In by a certain time and the wording that was used to me was to keep you away from
the ladies of the night (laugh) and any other temptations of the day (laugh). We had to go to
church every Sunday in St. Werburgh's Church which is just beside the Lord Edward there
(laugh). It was an amazing experience but it was a great place to stay because my problem was
socially was that I was working five nights a week, every second Sunday and you had no
opportunity to play games at weekends like my brothers did. My uncles all stayed there before me
and my brothers all stayed there as well so got into the social activity but I couldn't get the social
activities going because, it's probably my only regret is that I lost out on all that social. ...
87. MM:

Whereas they would have played maybe cricket or hockey or whatever?

88. MS:
And soccer and whatever else they were playing at the time. The Harding Boys Home
had a very good group of teams there.

89. MM: You didn't get involved in the soccer league in the Hibernian, that was in the hotels at
this stage?
90. MS:

No, I was referee a few times but I never really got involved in any of those sports.

91. MM: At that time or around that time I think '58 or so there was an exhibition in Busaras, the
Panel of Chefs was sort of set up and there was an exhibition. Do you remember any of that?
92. MS:
I remember going to it but I mean the standard seemed to be incredibly high to me to my
untutored eye but I eventually became President of the Panel of Chefs, eventually, and I was on
the first ever official Irish team to Hotelympia where I came home with a silver medal and I
remember distinctly what happened. I was doing an omelette, Dublin Bay prawn omelette flam bee
and I wasn't use to the, it was probably North Sea gas they had at that stage and I set fire to the
canopy overhead the gas was so strong. The flambee hit it so all the judges rushed over and I just
very calmly put it out and kept going and they obviously said this guy can work under pressure so
they gave me the medal. Probably the dish didn't deserve it but obviously the reactions to it
deserved.
93. MM:

Your professionalism yeah?

94. MS:
But in those days Michael Marley would have told me that you prepared all your stuff in
your bedroom. There was no facilities in those days and then you got your stuff and you prepared
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it in your room but there was no real official, we had use of a kitchen eventually in the hotel you
were staying in, the Cumberland probably but it was all inspiring.
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Figure MS.2: Coronation Menu from Grosvenor House 1953, was Michael Marley's
95. MM:

What year would that have been?
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96. MS:

Oh God, in the '70s.

97. MM: Just go back briefly to the Hibernian. So you spent four years in the Hibernian and again
you left a bit early because you felt you weren't moving on as fast as you would like. So where did
you move on to then?
98. MS:

The Metropole.

99. MM:

How did that happen?

100.MS:
I rang Dave Edwards and I said I'm looking for a job, and he said come on in and I got a
job right away.
lOl.MM: That's right because Dave had worked with you in the Royal Hibernian and he'd gone to
the Metropole. He was effectively sous chef He wasn't quite sous at the time but he was ...

102.MS:
He became sous in the end. Matt Byrne was the sous chef and then he became head chef.
Michael Marley moved on.
103 .MM:

Tell us about the Metropole. What was the Metropole like?

Chaotic, chaotic. It was huge. The kitchen was up on the top floor and in the Metropole it
104.MS:
was volume, volume, volume and tight, tight, tight margins, absolutely, Marley was a lunatic on
margins . He was an extremely good chef in his own right. He worked, obviously, in the top places
in London.
105.MM:

Yeah what did you know ofhim. Did you know any of his history?

106.MS:
Well the background well I was told number one that he didn't like Protestants. That his
family were burnt out in the North of Ireland and they came down south and I told keep my mouth
shut and get on with the job I'd have no problem from him. He never spoke to me once in the
period of time I was there. Not once.
107 .MM:

It was Belfast he'd been in yeah.

Belfast yeah. He never gave me any hard time, if there was instructions it was passed on
108.MS:
to somebody else to pass on to me but I mean if there was overtime available I always got it so
obviously he was happy enough with my work.
109.MM:
or.

Were you aware of where he had worked previously to being there or anything like that

110.MS:
The Dorchester, as far as I know. But where else I don't know. He worked somewhere in
Belfast I think as well. I'm not really sure. But again the chefs there were even more lunatic than
the Hibernian.
lll.MM:

Who was there like Matt Byrne there, Davy Edwards was there?

112.MS:

I can not remember the names. Eamon Cunningham was the pastry chef.

113 .MM: That' s Eamon Cunningham of the Cunningham family that went on, they worked with
PV Doyle a lot.
114.MS:

That's correct but Eamon has his own restaurant in Bray for a while.

115.MM:

Oh Eamon 's restaurant, was it called Eamon ' s restaurant?
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Figure MS.3: Panel of Chefs Photo (1-r) Eugene McGovern, Noel Cullen, Dave
Edwards, Joe Erraught, A.N. Other, Michael Marley
116.MS:
That's right. I mean I was stabbed in the arse by a chef one day. He took a knife to me
and I ran away from him and he caught me at the end of the kitchen and stuck a knife up my arse,
ripped my arse open. I had to get it stitched but I couldn't report because I would have got sacked
for messing.
117 .MM:

Now are we talking about the anus or are we talking about the cheeks?

118.MS:

The cheeks (laugh).

119 .MM:

I don't mean to get technical here now (laugh).

120.MS:
And I went down to the hospital and got it stitched and I said I fell in the fridge and I cut
my bum on a sharp box, because I couldn't report that but you learnt in those days you didn't
report anything. You just got on with it. You just took it on the chin.
12l.MM: You mentioned earlier on that sort of, you mentioned knives earlier on, had you seen
much of that?
122 .MS:
Yeah I'd seen quite a bit of viciousness but I think it was alcohol related more than
anything else. You see the split shift system, I mean everybody headed to the bar at 3.30 pm and
got back at 5.30 pm and they were drinking all afternoon. A lot of them were, not all of them but a
lot of them were and they were coming back. I mean Barry drank all afternoon, he was a big, big
heavy guy and his face was completely dripping red with sweat and the fact I remember I used to
see him going into the pastry house and getting a handful of com flour and rub it between the
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cheeks of his arse because of the sweat and the heat. That was a common thing. Heat was a big
problem. Physical heat but I remember just a couple of stories in the Metropole. I remember one
story where they had a party for lunch/dinner for I think it was three hundred portions of crab, just
crabs and they were put down in the fridge and the fridge broke down over night and they came in
the next day and you could smell the crab all gone rotten overnight and some smart arse said sure
we'll put on the roofto get rid of the smell. And to put them on the roof which was only one floor
up and every seagull in the country must have arrived in the roof and they were picking them up in
their beaks and they were dropping them in O'Connell Street (laugh). I remember an other
occasion Charlie who was the grill chef down in the Silver Grill was screaming for a rib of beef
and Matt in an unusual burst of annoyance roared at the chef' get that rib out of here quick, they're
waiting on it' so your man puts his hand into the oven and picks out the rib and hits your man in
the chest and knocked him to the ground with the rib. 'Is that quick enough for you' and they
ended up on the roof having a fight. That's the only time I saw a real fight but on another
occasion I remember Marley saw this chef leaving the kitchen and he said 'where do you think
you're going'. He had a real hard voice. 'I'm going for a piss chef, 'go for a piss on your own
time', 'right chef and he went back down and gathered up his knifes, came up the kitchen again,
'where are you going now?' 'I'm going for a piss and I won't be back' and walked out the kitchen
(laugh). Marley's favourite expression you'd hear him all over the kitchen and his voice really
barked 'say right, shite, kiss me arse but say something' if you didn't answer him (laugh). But
there were many things happened, a lot of them quite vicious. There was an incredible story which
I only heard the answer to about a year ago. There was a Jewish wedding, there was quite a lot of
Jewish functions there and the Rabi found a ham bone in the stock pot the day of the party and of
course the mystery how could this ham bone get into the stock pot when it was actually sealed by
the rabbi's seal. So I was having dinner with Aidan McManus recently and the story came out that
Eamon Cunningham took the hinges off, the big brass hinges off the back of the stock pot, lit it up
with the seal still on it, popped in the ham bone .. .
123.MM:

Out of devilment is it?

124.MS:
Devilment yeah. But they had to cancel the soup course obviously but that sort of thing
happened. There's one of the things that amazed me actually was the conversations about anti
British and anti Jews which amazed me. It made me realise that we lived in a racist country at that
time and we still do probably in many ways. That I kept to myself but personally I never had a
problem. Never had a problem. Anecdotes, anecdotes, anecdotes, there's loads of them out there
(laugh).
125.MM:

The Metropole had sort of different levels of food as such?

126.MS:
They had a restaurant, they had self service and they had the ballroom obviously and they
had the Silver Grill downstairs as well so there was three levels.
127 .MM:

So the restaurant was very good like was top class was it?

128.MS:

The Silver Grill.

129.MM: So the Silver Grill was the top class that was like sort of on par with the Royal Hibernian
sort of thing?
130.MS:

It would have been yeah, super yeah.

13l.MM:

And then the restaurant was fairly normal?

132.MS:

Just a standard restaurant yeah.

133 .MM:

And then you had the self service which was a bit lower?
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134.MS:

It was known by rank at the time, I think it was known by Rank.

135 .MM: I think so, yeah, and then you bad the ballroom and they used to do an awful lot of dinner
dances and all that sort of stuff?
136.MS:

Absolutely.

137.MM:
such?

That would be sit down, that would be like we do weddings now, that's sort of thing as

Yeah and there's ballroom dancing obviously as well. You had the big orchestra there, I
138.MS:
can't remember the name of it but June something or other. I can't remember the name. One of
the desserts . ..
139.MM:

Had they the cinema, the cinema here as well?

140.MS:

Oh the cinema was there as well oh yes.

14l .MM:

So they had the cinema, ballroom, restaurant, grill and self service so it was huge yeah.

142.MS:

Unbelievable.

143.MM: And was there a separate entrance in from say Princess Street or something like that for
that for the grill.
144.MS:
The Silver Grill was just at the side and everything else was in the front. But I never, I
mean I never actually got to see those restaurant because again the chefs were cloistered in the
kitchen, you never really got in. The only time I was ever in the Hibernian hotel itself, was say ifl
was coming back on a Sunday afternoon. The back gate would be closed so you walked in through
the hotel but for a young fella from the country this was just Nirvana, this was something out of
this world. But it also gave me inspiration for my own restaurant eventually in that and for my
lifestyle in that I could see what the wealthy people did and how they lived and I wanted a piece of
the action (laugh).
145.MM:

Yeah, yeah, I'll have some ofthat.

146.MS:
That gave me the inspiration I'll have some of that. That's what gave me the inspiration
to go ahead and do a course in hotel and catering management and be a head chef and move on
from there which happened eventually, but that' s another day.
147 .MM:

Was Jim Bowe in the Metropole when you were there?

148 .MS:

He would have been. Jim was a lovely guy. Jim Bowe be worked here for a while.

149.MM:

Didhe?

150.MS:

In the early days. A very good chef

15l.MM:

A very good chef. An excellent chef

152.MS:

But in the old days the Guinea Pig was more volume than quality.

153 .MM:

How long did you stay in the Metropole?

154.MS:

Well I worked for a little while before that actually in the Central Hotel.
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155.MM:

Okay. Was Willie Marshall there?

156.MS:

Willie Marshall was there yeah.

157.MM:

And was Frank Farren there?

158.MS:
I can't remember. You see you're going back forty-four years now. Yeah Willie
Marshall was there. He was a good man. Again, it was volume, volume. We did a lot of coaches in
those days, coach tours so every evening you had maybe a hundred and twenty up to hundred and
fifty high teas. I'll always remember the fish course on it was plaice, (inaudible) banana.
159.MM:

Caprice is it?

160.MS:
Caprice yeah and we used to make them up that morning and grease and flour and grill
them off for the hundreds. Again the kitchens were quite basic in those days. Quite basic and the
hygiene just wasn't there. I think one of the reasons why food didn't go off it seemed to be
prepared the night before and served the next day.
16l.MM:

Yeah it wasn't held for long periods of time.

162.MS:
The fish came in on the day and whatever fish during the day was gone the day so you
didn't seem to have storage of anything and they didn't have the deep freezers that we have today.
The only deep freeze they had was for ice cream, nothing else. I mean everything was in tins or
packets and yeah the meat now. Well the meat now was hung very well. In the Hibernian the
sirloins, there would be up to forty sirloins hanging in rotation in the cold room. You started on
the right, you used on the right and you pushed in from the left all the time and it was always the
most beautiful well hung dry.
163.MM:

Really well aged yeah.

164.MS:
Well aged yeah. But you only used them when there was a skin on the bit flesh, hair
growing on it almost but inside the meat was beautiful.
165 .MM:

So you were in the Central was for what a year or six months?

166.MS:

Nine months. Well it was Hibernian to Central to the Metropole and then .. .

167 .MM:

The Metropole for how long?

168.MS:

I can't remember now.

169.MM:

Would it be over a year or two years?

170.MS:
You jump up from there to the Gresham in '62. Oh hold on I was married in '65 so you'd
jump up to, the time line is wrong here. I was married in '65 and I went to the Gresham in '64 so
I'm going back.
171.MM:

'65 so you were only twenty-one.

172 .MS:

So it was '64 then. Yeah '64 so I was in the Gresham from '64.

173.MM: Ah right so you were probably two years or so, you're probably around a year-and-a-half
or so in the Metropole?
174.MS:

Around that time yeah.
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175.MM:

So you went into the Gresham then say roughly around 1963 or '64. Who was there?

176.MS:

(Michael) McManus.

177 .MM:

Macker, and Uhleman was gone and McManus was there.

That was because of the unions. The unions got him in there as head chef He was mad
178 .MS:
man. He was a lunatic.
179 .MM: Yeah there was pressure at that time to get Irish head chefs wasn't there from the union
as such.
180 .MS:

From Michael Mullins, very strong union leader. Very, very strong.

181.MM:

And who else was there in the kitchen. Andy Whelan would have been there yeah.

182.MS:

Andy would have been there yeah.

183 .MM:

And Paddy Reilly I suppose.

184.MS:
Paddy Reilly yeah. I can't remember the names now but having me there was because I
came from the Hibernian they were very much anti French style kitchens and the Russell as far as
they were concerned they were just off the wall stuff You see the kitchen in Gresham was a
German style kitchen and the Hibernian was a very French style kitchen so the systems were
totally different. There seemed to be, it seemed to run on a 'click, lick arse basis' basically. So if
you weren't in, you were out. They actually made me redundant in January of '65 and I fought
against that but. I'll tell you what happened me there. On Fridays I was the !rancher in the
restaurant because obviously very little beef was sold on a Friday so I was sent out on a Friday to
be trancher and McManus was on holiday. This is November '64 and I went in and changed into a
clean uniform, clean apron to go out into the restaurant as !rancher and Toddy O'Sullivan came
down to do an inspection of the kitchen and he'd lined all the chefs up but of course they were
filthy dirty, they hadn't shaved and they were always dirty and the only one who was clean was
the second chef in charge, that was a big tall guy, I can't remember his name.
185 .MM:
he?

This is the guy who used to be what you call it he used to do the trancher regularly did

186.MS:

I'm not sure.

187 .MM:

One guy was I believe was immaculate, always immaculate. Barney Neelan yeah.

188.MS:
Yeah Barney. So he lined all the chefs up anyway and I stood at the end in my spotless
clean uniform and he gave them a bollocking and he said to me 'sonny what's your name?' and I
said 'Mervyn Stewart sir', 'step out here beside me' and he said 'look at Barney, look at this
young man, Mr. Stewart they're an example to you all, you're a disgrace to your profession' and
the moment he left the kitchen they threw a pot of soup over me, tomato soup over me, destroyed
me and stole my carving knife. Right sonny, now Mr Stewart, join the club and then in January I
was let go.
189.MM:

You weren' t part of the click.

190.MS:
I wasn't part of the click. I could not be part of the click. I was just ostracised
everywhere. I worked mostly in the larder but I did my job. I was never late.
191 .MM:

Was Frankie Plummer in the larder was he?
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192.MS:

I can't remember.

193.MM:

Youdon'trememberno.

194.MS:

I can't remember.

195.MM: The quality as you said in the Gresham clearly wasn't as high you'd experience in the
Royal Hibernian?
196.MS:
No but the discipline in the Hibernian was very good, but it wasn't very good in the
Gresham. They seemed to spend a lot oftime arsing about you know. Standing around the master
himself, listening to his stories and you know just generally. But I mean they were eating
cornflakes and cream for breakfast and drinking fresh orange juice. There was no discipline.
Nobody seemed to have any discipline and they ate what they want and I know at the time because
I became very friendly with Toddy O'Sullivan afterwards, many, many, years later in the Guinea
Pig and he told me that it was incredibly difficult to have any control over the food margins, the
food quality because of the union problem. He despaired, absolutely despaired of the whole
situation.
197 .MM:

What was your experience with the union? Had you been in the union?

198.MS:

Fromdayone, yeah.

199 .MM:

And had you noticed it being a positive thing or a negative thing or mediocre or. .. ?

200.MS:
Well the only thing I would say is that they did protect our workers but if you were at a
meeting say down in Liberty Hall and you raised a problem nobody wanted to know, a personal
problem, they didn't want to know. Just get on with it, lucky to have a job that sort of attitude.
They dealt with the shop steward but the shop stewards were kitchen porters sometimes they
weren't educated men who could articulate an argument or whatever and it just was them against
us. Management against staff so there was never any real co-operation or any kind of interaction
between them. It there was a problem shop steward went up and sorted it, tried to sort it out but
you know like I say I stayed away from all that. I just got on with my job. My father always told
son positive work ethnic, go in on time and do your job and keep your mouth shut and go home.
Don't get involved and I stayed with that and it stood me in good stead although again because it
was my background I think, I'm not sure but I was always a bit of a loner. Again I never socialised
in any place I ever worked, I never had a friend apart from Dave Edvards he was the only one I
was friendly with.
20l.MM: But do think a lot of that could have come from the fact the school you went to sort of
thing or even the fact you didn't really socialise that much as a child or that you felt you were
always slightly different as well maybe even.
202 .MS:
Well I always felt different but you see my interests were religion would you believe. I
was very much involved with the Society of Friends which are Quakers. They had their hall, their
meeting rooms as they called them down in Eustace Street.
203.MM:

That's right in Temple Bar yeah.

204.MS:
And I was very much involved with the YMCA in Lower Abbey Street and I actually was
a Sunday School Teacher so my off time leanings were very much different from the guys I
worked with and that would explain it
205.MM:

Did you drink?

206.MS:

Never drank until I was twenty-something.
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Figure MS.4: Photo of Mervyn with Tom Mythen, Pat Carey, Marlyn Bright, Man
from Gilbeys, Paul, Peter Malone, John Howard and Oliver McMahon at Hotel and
Catering Review Awards
207.MM:

So you wouldn't be part of that sort of. ..

208.MS:
Going to the bars in the afternoon, no, no. I do a lot of cycling and don't forget I went
home to my parents as well when I could but I met my wife when I was fourteen-in-a-half in the
YMCA and I married her when I was twenty.
209.MM:

Where was she from?

210.MS:

lnchicore.

2ll .MM:

This is Florence isn't it?

212 .MS:

Florence, yeah.

213.MM:

And what's Florence' s maiden name?

214.MS:
Whittle. And what we used to do we used to meet on a Sunday night at 7.45 pm. There
was a Gospel service in the YMCA every Sunday night. There were hundreds and hundreds and
hundreds there. Young people sat in the balcony, older people sat downstairs and you had all the
Gospel singers in from America, people like Billy Graham and black singers which was amazing
at that time and there was absolutely an amazing atmosphere and afterwards because I only had
ten shillings a week pocket money the most we could do is go to Burdocks for a fish and chips and
I'd walk her home to Inchicore and walk back again or we'd go down to what do you call the
place, the Rainbow Cafe and have a Knickerbocker Glory each and that was about as fur as we
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could go financially. But again the whole city centre on a Sunday night was just dead. You
wouldn't meet anybody on the streets at that hour of the night.
215.MM:

Was she Church of Ireland as well?

216.MS:

Yeah.

217.MM:

And what did her parents do?

218.MS:
Her father was a foreman in Guinness but he died when she was fourteen. No, no, he was
foreman in CIE, sorry a mistake.
219 .MM:

Up at the works was it?

220.MS:

Up at the works yeah.

22l.MM: That would explain the Inchicore connection alright. So you were in the Gresham now
when you got married?
222.MS:
No I was let go and I ended up trying to fmd a job in a hurry so I ended up in the
Ormond.
223 .MM:

And who was in the Ormond at the time?

224.MS:
I haven' t a clue. I can't remember. He's long dead now anyway. My first memory of the
chef there was that we started to work at 8 am and we did straight shifts and at 8 am every
morning the waitress would arrive down in the kitchen with her arms folded a serviette and under
the serviette was a large whiskey for the chef. Eight in the morning! That was my first real
introduction to chefs drinking on dusty, in a big way, although Eamon Cunningham I remember in
the Metropole one of the greatest strokes was you'd be making a couple of hundred rum baba's so
I was sent off down to the stores to get a bottle of rum essence and another guy was sent up to the
cellar to get a bottle of rum and they drank the rum and used the essence (laugh). But I mean I
wasn't involved in that, I just looked at these guys doing this sort of thing. Again drinking, there
was never any drink in my home. My father didn 't drink so alcohol wasn't something I was
exposed to. I don't think I was in a bar ever until I was married, ever. That' s the kind of
background so it does tell you something different about me alright.
225 .MM: And when you got married did you move in together then. Like this would be a big
change. A change oflifestyle.
226 .MS:
I'll tell you when we got married and we moved to an apartment, a little flat on the Coast
Road, in Clontarf. I'll tell where it was exactly you know the causeway going across where the
Royal Golf Club is.
227 .MM:

That's the road down to Dollymount Strand.

228 .MS:

Sorry yeah we lived opposite that. In a little attic, a one roomed little flat with a kitchen.

229 .MM:

And where did you have your wedding? Like was it a small affair or a large affair or ...

230 .MS:

We had ninety-five people which I had to pay for myself in the Central Hotel.

23l .MM:

And which church did you go to?

232.MS:

We were married in St Jude's in Kilmainham.
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233.MM: And at that time was a wedding held in the morning or in the afternoon or how long did
go on for?
234 .MS:
An afternoon wedding. We even had a horse and carriage (laugh). And we started saving
immediately then to buy a house. Immediately.
235 .MM:

What did Florence do, was she working at the time .

236.MS:

She worked as a seamstress in Pollycops in Kilrnainham.

237 .MM:

Were they a factory?

238 .MS:

They were a huge clothing factory, a Jewish owned clothing factory.

239 .MM:

There was an awful lot of Jewish people involved in the clothing business at the time.

240.MS:

Even the Whites are still around today.

24l.MM:

So you're saving to buy a house?

242 .MS:

I was in the Central Hotel, no sorry I was in the Ormond.

243 .MM:

You were out of your time at this stage?

244.MS:
I was a qualified chef at that stage yeah so I rang Dave Edwards again, who was now the
head chef in the Clarence Hotel so I got a job immediately. I was very fortunate because it was
Easter '65 , I took on the job as the new grill chef and then I became second head at the age of
twenty-one, under Edwards.
245 .MM:

So really Edwards was quite pivotal character in your early training?

246.MS:
He was and I got on well with the guy and he knew my work ethic and (inaudible) the
new manager there at the same time. He was quite happy to have me on board and I spent two
years there.
247 .MM: What was that like because Dave told me that the original crowd were sort of clergy, and
high tea stuff and he set about to change it.
248 .MS:
Well he didn 't really. That' s not quite through because when he took the job on they had
just designed the Grill Bar and the Grill Bar go away from the high tea. It was a Grill Bar, a good
menu but they closed, they sort of closed down the restaurant which is now the Clarence Tea
Rooms and the Grill Bar became the focus. You had lunch in the restaurant. At night time the
restaurant was only used for functions and the Grill Bar became the focus. So the Grill Bar ran
from twelve to three and then from six to ten and it was packed, packed, packed. The lunch was in
there, three and four sittings sometimes.
249.MM:

And the idea of the Grill Bar was the food cooked on an open grill in the room.

250.MS:
My job would be to cook omelettes and all the grilled stuff and the deep fried fish and
chips and that. I had deep fryers , I had open grill, a plain grill and things like chicken curry came
from the back, salads and all that. But I cooked in front of the customers. It was a great
experience, you learnt how to work in front of people without any fear and two years later I was
head hunted by a guy in Skerries. There's a restaurant in Skerries called the Windmill and I went
out to work there for two years as head chef.
25l .MM:

So this is around '67 or so.
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252.MS:
'67.

This is '65, Easter '65. Yeah two years. It was Easter again, it would be two years later

253 .MM:

That's the Windmill in Skerries. Do you remember his name?

Oh the people who owned was Nora O'Driscoll. They served on a Saturday night they
254.MS:
had a dinner dance on a Saturday night and we'd serve three hundred and fifty meals, like dancing
afterwards or during or whatever. And I worked with two army chefs from Gormanstown (laugh).
It was rough going but my God did we go through some food because Skerries in the summer was
choc blocked.
255.MM:

It was a resort kind of thing?

256.MS:
Ah very much so, oh yeah, absolutely. It was great experience and then after two years,
when I was twenty-four, when I was twenty-three we had our first house bought.
257 .MM:

And where did you buy?

258.MS:
Raheny and it cost me £1,800 (laugh) and I was earning, my basic wage was £25 a week
in those weeks. I started off in the Hibernian by the way £2, 15 shillings a week in the Hibernian.
£2, 15 shillings a week. Not big money in those days but I negotiated with the owner. I said to her
you know I'll be doing seven nights a week here sometimes. You've got big parties, and functions
and weddings so I organised a shilling for every person that sat down in the function room. I was
earning £50 a week because we had so many functions. It was unreal money and I saved and saved
but before I went to work in the Skerries I had a second job to save money to buy a house. I
worked as a chef in a discotheque called La Disc in Molesworth Street. It was Ireland's first
discotheque. I didn't cook very much but I had to be there and they paid me quite well to be there.
You couldn't get a late license without a chef there so if the inspectors came in or the police came
there was a chef there with a uniform on. So I took my scooter up to 11 pm and I worked there till
three in the mornings or two in the morning or whatever it was it was owned by a man called
Malcolm Glass, another Jewish guy who had also a clothing business by the way. He was a
customer at the Clarence at the time. We had the really wealthy young Irish people night after
night in those days.
259.MM:

And did they actually serve food or only if people asked for it?

260.MS:
There was a menu available on request. And the chef was able to cook. We did chicken
curry and we did steak and that was it.
261 .MM:

The idea was there for the license?

262 .MS:
But he was smart enough to realise that it was worth his while to pay the chef to do doing
and have a late night drinks licence. Disco music was very much '60s music, very much.
Fascinating.
263 .MM:

Oh it's a real milestone in social history sort of thing.

264.MS:
Well it was, you see one of the pivotal things in my mind we went to a dinner when I was
nineteen years of age, eighteen or nineteen years of age in the Gresham, before I went to work
there. It was some kind of fund raising in the church. You know we went along and there was a
big spiel and we paid to go along and I remember sitting in the ballroom, the old ballroom in the
Gresham, we had the balcony and the table and chairs underneath the balcony on the lower level
and I sort of looking around and I was saying to my girlfriend, my future wife, beautiful rich red,
lights and the whole and I said 'this is the future for us, this is our future, this is going to be our
future' . I'm going to be a head chef and we're going to open our own restaurant and this is where
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our future is. We've got all these wasters around us. This is our future. I wanted to climb to the
mountain top to see the light (laugh). That was our thinking. I was very lucky to have a woman
with me who shared that vision but she caught up on the idea of coming from a poor background
her mother reared five children with no husband, and she was working to support her mother and
so were her sisters and to come from that level. I know we're not the only ones who have done
this, many, many people done this but the vision was there at an early age. Eighteen or nineteen
years of age to move on head chef. Eventually get married. Become a head chef first, get married
and then move on to better things which became very difficult because money just wasn't out
there at the time.
265.MM:

So where was the next step for you then from the Windmill?

266.MS:
From the Windmill I went to work in the International Hotel in Bray for a short while.
No, no, I went to Wynn's Hotel sorry, Wynn's Hotel. The manager there was Mr O'Loughlin,
sorry Wynn's Hotel. Again I was head hunted I didn't look for the job. I was asked would I take
the job. Obviously, through the Clarence connection because they owned both hotels.
267 .MM:

Was there a fella there called Gerry Vogelsang.

268.MS:
Maybe. I went in as head chef and I just found that it was the most disgusting, revolting,
disorganised kitchen I have ever been in my life. They'd high tea and the whole high tea liked the
mixed grills and the rashers and the sausages, livers, kidneys, lamb chops were thrown into a big
fat fryer and taken out and drained again dressed up on plaits. So I changed the whole structure in
there and I eventually got every chef that was in the place and got my own staff in bit by bit.
269.MM:

And who did you bring in? Did you bring in people who had worked with or. ..

270.MS:
ChefS that knew other chefS, a younger crew. But it was very difficult. There was a lot of
trouble over it, a lot of resentment by the waiting staff, by other staff. But they were just old men
who hadn't caught up. Having worked in the grill in the Clarence and worked in Skerries with
more modem equipment this was still very old fashion. Not only was the equipment old fashioned
but the set-up system was almost Victorian. It was just nobody cared. The standard was not there.
So what I did was I designed the kitchen on the first floor where the restaurant was, rather than
send food up on lifts. I got rid of silver service because I discovered that the waiters were sliding
the silver service food onto plates before they served it and I brought it to the attention of the
management. Serious rows with the waiters and the head waiter but I got my way because I
showed the management that there was a better way of doing. People were going to get a properly
presented meal on a plate rather than a waiter supposedly bringing a silver service and Gueridon,
putting the food onto the plate for high tea and they weren't actually doing it in reality and nobody
had noticed except the waiters. Well the manager got his on a silver tray alright, even the chicken
curry on a silver dish was being just slid onto a plate and when I show to the management they
realised, so we set up a system sort of kitchen on the first floor just for service and it made a hell
of a difference. I was there for about three or four years and can't remember how long now.
27l.MM: And in everywhere else you'd been apart from probably Skerries it had been silver
service till then. Was it?
272.MS:

Yeah, oh yeah.

273.MM:

Had you done plate service in Skerries?

274.MS:
Everything was plated, oh God yeah. It was volume, volume, volume, I mean scampi and
steaks and chickens and ducks. It was just volume, volume, volume.
275.MM: Do you remember any of the guys you brought in there, the young guy? There was no
one sort of outstanding, no one made an impression sort of thing?
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Figure MS.5: Mervyn Judging at National Chefs Competition with Michael Marley
276.MS:
In the Clarence Hotel, the only outstanding commis I had was Colin O'Daly, but he was
only there for a very short time. I barely remember him being there. But I wouldn't want to make a
big issue of that.
277 .MM:

Ah well I'm talking to Colin now on Thursday morning.

278 .MS:

Don'tmention that to him please. He may not want to be reminded of that.

279.MM:

If it comes out it will come you know what I mean. He'll tell me his own story as such.

280.MS:
Let him tell his story. He may not mention the Clarence. We all leave out things that we
don't want to mention. I'm sure there are things that I haven't said that I should have said.
28l.MM:

He was in the airport first?

282.MS:
All I know he was either a young commis or a young chef It was a long time ago but
again, like I say I don't think that would even appear in his radar because we all worked in various
jobs here or there that you forget..
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283.MM:

That's it that's the nature of the business.

284.MS:

I wouldn't want him to think that I was making a point of that. He is lovely, lovely guy.

285.MM: How long did you stay in, its clear you weren't too happy with Wynn's even though you
made some changes.
286.MS:
No I there again probably for two to three years, maybe three years, I can't remember. Ifl
back track let me think, I bought the Guinea Pig in '78, Christmas '77, I left the Hibernian, the
Clarence I was there for maybe three years so '77 yeah it would be back towards... Then I went
to work with the International Hotel in Bray which again it burnt down after I left it.
287 .MM:

Was that on the seafront?

No it was up besides the railway station. It's now a Bowling Alley. I was there maybe
288.MS:
nine months to a year. Again, just·one of these old, old places.
289 .MM:

And again it seaside resort, it was families?

290.MS:
At the weekends they did discotheques. A lot of Northern Ireland people used to come
down in their hundreds so in the winter in the quiet but in the summer it was crazy. But again they
had a beautiful copper grill there, lovely food in it. A Hibernian style copper grill.
291.MM: I think that's interesting what you're saying that an awful lot came down from Northern
Ireland for the weekends and whatever.
292.MS:

Bray was jammed with Northern people at weekends, absolutely.

293 .MM:

And was that like winter and summer or mostly summer?

294.MS:

Ah no, no, mostly summer.

295.MM: Ah mostly summer, yeah, yeah summer. Its something we tend to forget about, you
know, what I mean the mass. There's still to a certain extent around marching season.
296.MS:
But you also had them in Skerries. They stayed in the Red, what was that place in
Skerries.
297 .MM:

A camp or something.

298.MS:
The Red something. Not Butlins now that was the coast. It was a downmarket Butlins.
Butlins was downmarket itself. Butlins, I've seen his story on television and he made it possible
for people to go on holidays in a clean environment. Clean chalets with toilets and then you had
the fun of the fair to keep the kids happy and the parents happy and it was a God send after the war
for a lot of poor people who could suddenly afford to go somewhere and be entertained instead
going to Brighton or these other places. But Skerries was like 'honky tonky' but it had its own sort
of charm and then Bray of course. The problem with Bray has always been there's two cities there,
two towns there, there's the seafront completely isolated from the main street. The main street is
just a drag. You can't even park there anymore. The two completely autonomous, because you can
never really marry the two, there's such a gap. And the main street was a main road to Greystones.
That's all it was. It was the main road to Greystones and Delgany, no Greystones. That's all it was
just a drag and it just had the shops lined up but I never liked Bray very much. So now you're up
to ...
299 .MM:

You're in Bray do you go back from Bray, did you go back to the Clarence?
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300.MS:
I was asked would I take the job on as head chef in the Clarence. Edwards had left to
work with Peter Malone.
301.MM:

In the Pat Quinn Club?

302 .MS:

Because I knew the Clarence and they knew my form, they invited me back as head chef

303 .MM: And how did you find that suddenly being head chef in a place where you had previously
sort of worked?
304.MS:
There's a sad story here. Loftus met in the Clarence and offered me the job but I said
would you mind confirming that in writing.
305.MM:

You asked for confirmation.

306.MS:
I asked for confirmation "from Loftus of the position that was offered to me and he wrote
me a letter confirming.
307 .MM:
out?

You'd just bought new house in Killiney. Had you sold the house in Raheny and moved

308 .MS:
Yeah, yeah so he confirmed the letter and I wrote it back to him confirming my
appointment and then he wrote back a letter confirming the dates to start and all that. And the
morning I walked in I was met at the door by the shop steward and he said to me 'what are you
doing here?' and I said 'I'm taking up the job as head chef today' . 'Oh no you're not, we have a
head chef .
309 .MM:

That wasn't Carmody was it?

310.MS:
No, I'll think in the minute. It's a father and son situation. And they were there in my
early days and they were there during Edwards time and I was told to sit and wait for the manager
and came in and I eventually came down and said 'I need to talk to you' and I said 'okay and I
said what's the problem' and he says 'well I was told you weren't taking the job' and I said 'well I
wasn't told' and he said 'you can't start because if you start there will be a strike because so and
so has taken the job over'. And I said 'I left a job in Bray, I've come here' and he said 'well I'll
tell you what you do leave it and we'll sort it out in a couple of days'. So for three days I wasn't
allowed go into the kitchen and on the fourth day I called over the catering manager and the shop
steward said 'look I'm going down to the office now and I'm changing into my uniform, this is the
job I've been offered, this is the job I'm taking and I'm not leaving unless somebody else has
taken the job in the meantime' . So I said 'if there's going to be a strike, there's going to be a
strike' so I went down to the stairs to the lads, and called the lads together, listen what's going on
here. This was my first contact with them. So we were told you weren't taking the job and so and
so is taking it over. I said 'I know nothing about that' and the other said 'I don't really want the
job anyway' and for four months they refused to let me run the kitchen as a head chef. In every
morning, I worked and worked and did my job but there was just this tension and the manager
refused to talk to me so eventually one day I was standing in the kitchen and the manager shouts
down 'get that fucker Stewart up here' and I called the shop steward and I told him 'I'm going to
sue this guys arse off, this is disgraceful carry on, I have the letters, the offer of the job, my
confirmation taking the job, what's going on here I don't know but whatever's going here its got
nothing to do with me.' So I was brought upstairs and told sorry about all the messing around but
you start work today after four months. It subsequently transpired that Edwards had lost his job in
the Pat Quinn Club, and Loftus wanted him back and tried to run me out of the place so he could
have the job back. And I wouldn't blame Edwards on this because Edwards said he wouldn't take
the job unless I was gone which gave Loftus the idea in his head to run me out and to get Edwards
back because they were friends. They were much more friendly than I'd ever been. So after that I
got on very well with Loftus. I did my job for about two-and-a-half years until I bought the Guinea
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Pig. But I was being sacrificed for somebody else's idea. But it certainly wasn't Edward's fault it
was just what transpired.
311.MM: You always wanted your own place. You know you set that out from the thing. How did
it come about now? Give me a little bit of history of the Guinea Pig. Who ran the Guinea Pig
before you bought it. It has been running for quite a number of years.
Yeah the Guinea Pig was opened in '57 by a woman called Sheila Hyland who used to be
312 .MS:
the caterer down in Busaras. Sheila Hyland. She married a man called Dick Monaghan so her
name was Monaghan as well. Hyland/Monaghan and she sold it in '74 to her head waiter a man
called Brendan Murphy. Now we had been looking to lease or rent a restaurant, we tried the Silver
Tassie. We tried one of the hotels in Bray. We tried that place way up the mountains there.
313.MM:

Johnnie Fox's or one of those or the Blue Light or Lamb Doyles.

314.MS:
Lamb Doyles and we tried a few other places to try and rent and nothing was coming of
that and then we heard there was a restaurant in a place called Dalkey for sale and we carne down
and looked at it and we got the price and we had a meal. We found out about the history it. It had
had a great name but the owners were supposed to be alcoholics and they wanted out of it. The
place was falling apart. Literally, you couldn't even cook, there was an old Aga range in the
kitchen and that sort of thing. No proper facilities. The place was only fit for closing down and the
grease on the carpet you could slide on the carpet. Anyway we negotiated a price, sold our house
to the Murphy's which was great because there were several other houses on the estate for sale and
they weren't selling. So they took our house over. We bought the Guinea Pig and the rest is
history.
315.MM:

So it's nearly a sort of a swop with an extra few bob?

316.MS:

A good few extra bob, so that's how it happened.

317 .MM:

Did you have to keep it closed for a while you revamped?

318.MS:

No, no we moved in here on the 2"d January.

319.MM:

This is 1978.

320.MS:
This is 1978 yeah, January 1978. And what we did was all our friends from Killiney,
about six couples carne down or eight couples came down and we started at the front and we
finished at the back. We scrubbed, all our friends scrubbed the place out and we couldn't use table
cloths that were there or the cutlery and delft so I went to Hugh Jordans and go cutlery, delft and
glassware, as much as I could possibly be able to get We rented table cloths from a linen crowd,
and the kitchen was just umeal. So we started off using a bakery down the road to cook our ducks
because we'd no ovens, proper ovens and I borrowed a couple ofNew World gas cookers and I
was cooking under a tarpaulin in the back garden almost. It was just umeal. In the meantime I got
a phone call from Norbert Kellett from Caters Equipment. The famous Norbert Kellet
321.Good story this is, because it tells you what different people are like. He said 'I believe you
bought the Guinea Pig.' I said 'yeah'. He said 'how are you fixed for kitchen equipment?' I said
'I'm not, I'm in big, big trouble, I opened last night, I don't know how I'm going to cope. I've no
money'. He said 'I'll come out and see you, are you there now?' I said 'yeah'. 'I'll be out in an
hour'. He carne out and he said 'what kind of kitchen is this.' We'd no kitchen. He said 'I'll tell
you what I'll do' he says 'I have a warehouse full of repossessed equipment and stuff traded in
over the years and we'll do some measurements.' He had a fella called Tony with him. And he
measured up and he said 'follow me into town now.' Into this big warehouse and we picked out a
fridge and a deep freezer, fryer, grill, salamander, an bain marie, a range, stainless tables to beat
the band. Now he said 'you can have a loan of all this free of charge until next September and if in
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the meantime you want to buy new equipment or change the equipment I'll take this back and
replace with equipment. After nine months if you still have the equipment you play me for it but
all the stainless steel is free and I won't charge you for the stainless steel tables and shelves.' And
he had loads of pots and pans, and ladles. 'That's all yours for nothing as well, as many as you
want, take what you want.' So the guy literally set me up. And I never bought another piece of
equipment off anybody else for twenty years.
322.MM:

Yeah.

323 .MS:
And the strange things about that story is that I met another leading catering supplier
when I was leaving the Clarence and I said 'by the way I'm opening my own restaurant in Dalkey
called the Guinea Pig' and he said ' you're opening a restaurant, I'll give you six months'. So
there's the attitude to one compared to the 'what can I do for you' in the other guy. I met him at
trade fair a year later and he complained I never bought anything off him. Says I, 'sure why would
I, I wasn't supposed to be there after six months'. I said 'I'd never buy one item off you'. I said
' you could have helped me and you were in a position to help me but no, you knocked me down
so forget it' . It's an interesting story but it's a good story, it shows that nice people are nice and
there are Christian people out there still.
324 .MM:

And what goes around comes around.

325.MS:
And it went around and came around. Anything I ever bought off anybody was off him
over the years, until he closed down Catering Equipment eventually.
326.MM: When you started off first were you one your own in the kitchen? Did you have a
commis?
327.MS:

No, I had Jim Bowe.

328 .MM: Oh, Jim Bowe used to help you out yeah. Jim was teaching at this stage in the college
was he?
329.MS:
He was teaching in the college at that stage yeah. I worked with Jim before in the
Metropole. There was another guy came in as well, I can't remember his name offhand. A young
chef that worked with me as well but I had other casual chefs come in and worked with me but
from a marketing point of view my idol at that time was Sean Kinsella.
330.! admired Sean Kinsella because he was the only chef or the first chef to put chefs on the map and
I'd done a course in marketing with one of the local councils and I realised that advertising is not
answer to getting business. Marketing, networking was going to be the answer so I tried to create
an image for myself and the image I created was a big green jaguar outside the door, a big cigar,
silk bow tie and a big moustache and the apron. And it worked, and I had got to know before I
bought the Guinea Pig through Seanad Chefna h-Eireann when I was President, through my work
with the Lions Clubs particularly the Liffey Valley Lions Club as PR. I got to know all the
journalists of the day. John Feeney, Terry O'Sullivan, Trevor Danker, all those people, Myles
McWeeney and I invited them all out one by one for dinner and they gave me fantastic write ups.
Hugh Leonard I invited him out for dinner, he became a regular. Theodora Fitzgibbon became a
regular, then Maeve Binchy, so then I had a group of people I could call on and I used to dream up
ideas, lies, lies, lies, you know paper never refuses ink. I used to dream up these mad cap ideas and
I would put, they'd write it in the papers and we were constantly getting fantastic coverage. It was
all based on Kinsella, on his system, his way of doing it. And I still know, most of them are dead
now, those guys but we don't publicise like we used to at all. Not for at least ten years. I don't
bother anymore. I don't need to. Just keep a low profile.
331 .MM:

Tell me something, Sean, did you know Sean?
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(b) Portrait of Mervyn

Not well, no, only from image. I met him a couple of times but nothing, we weren't
332.MS:
friends.
333.MM:

Had you eaten in his restaurant?

334.MS:

Only once after I'd bought the Guinea Pig.

335.MM:

Oh afterwards okay, yeah.

336.MS:
No I didn't feel I could afford to eat in his restaurant. I just figured that chefs were never
getting the recognition that they deserved. ChefS were always kept in the background. And my
experience was if you publicise yourself as the chef/owner, people would be more attracted to
your restaurant because there's a focus and I made myself the focus .
337 .MM:

And you saw that he had the fancy car outside so you got yourself a green jag.

338.MS:
Oh yeah, the whole thing. One of the things I learnt about marketing was that if you're in
a position of dealing with the public especially in this line of business they don't want to deal with
a guy wearing a cardigan with holes in it. They want to deal with a guy that looks, they want to be
associated with successful people so you if exude the image of success which in reality is not there
at all but if you give that impression of success
339.That was long before I learnt that lesson but to be successful you have to look successful so again
the image I created wasn't a real me. It was an image but then again if you're not careful you end
up living the image which I did for a while. I had been to the mountain top and saw the light
(laugh). The trick is to walk up, you see I think maybe what I'm saying here is that if you come
very poor background and you're suddenly getting all this money in the till and you have all these
famous people coming in, film stars, famous writers, local business people and you want to live
like them but you're only a restaurateur and you go over the top a little bit for a while and
eventually you realise you're on the top of this mountain. This mythical mountain but there's
nothing up there and the trick is to walk back down that mountain, not fall off the mountain.
That's what I did.
340 .MM: Now was there any, you know when you were up say on top of that mountain was there a
time where you had maybe run away with yourself a bit and how did that manifest itself?
341.MS:
Well I had a very sensible wife who obviously kept me in control to an extent. She would
always keep my feet on the ground where possible but I think you have to live that lie or live that
style and stay I've been there. I mean by the age of thirty-eight, I was driving an XJ 64.2 Jaguar. I
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had a holiday home down in Ballymoney. We were Reeds Hotel in Madera. We were staying in
the Savoy Hotel in Madera. We were staying in the Bahamas. We were living the lifestyle of the
customer without realising this is not your lifestyle.
342.MM:

Did it financially affect you as such?

Yes of course it did, you thought you were doing great and you were doing great but you
343.MS:
were always in overdrafts and you were always causing yourself problems but eventually you
come to the conclusion this can't go on. This can not go on so in 1989 the government halved the
tax allowance for corporate dining, no '87 and in 1989 as far as I remember they eliminated the
tax allowance for corporate spending. That's when Kinsella went belly up (note: Kinsella closed
in 1984) and a lot of other restaurants and I remember having a conversation with John Howard
and saying 'what are we going to do John, this is looking very serious. He said 'well, if the Guinea
Pig is going to survive they're going to put on a table d'hote dinner there menu.' This is when
reality hit me about my lifestyle. I sold the Jaguar, sold the holiday home, bought a van. My wife
and I sat down and we worked out the average dropped from £50 a head to £23.50 overnight.
Okay, overnight and at the same time we were trying to get ourselves a full license which we did
eventually get which cost more money. So what we did was we sat down in the restaurant one
very late and we took a sheet of paper out and it said ways to save money. And the first thing we
did was like I said the Jag, the holiday home. I sacked a manager, one chef, one cleaning and one
kitchen porter and an immediate saving of an awful lot of money and other savings like that. And
then on the other side of the page we took another sheet of paper out and said ways to make
money. So my wife said 'why don't we open for Sunday lunch?' and she said 'we turned people
away last three nights at least at 6 pm, we don't open till 7 pm why don't we do an early bird
menu?' So we put on an early bird menu and the very first week ofthat menu we took in £1,500
on that menu still part of the restaurant. So, ways to make money, so we started opening at 6 pm
instead of 7 pm, we put an early bird menu and I had three hundred wines in the wine list and over
that Christmas I had brought it down to fifty wines by just putting on smaller, smaller, smaller
wine list and it climbed up above eighty or ninety since because we were away overstocked you
know cash flow, cash flow so suddenly we realised that cash flow was king and we made serious
changes in that So the success that came out of the dire problems was caused by my wife with
ideas like the early bird menu, and opening Sunday lunch and Sunday dinner.
344.The biggest problem I had was not getting money in the till, the biggest problem was staff, waiting
staff who refused to come in one hour earlier or even a half an hour earlier to facilitate the early
bird menu and eventually it ended up that they all walked out and took me to court for
constructive dismissal and subsequently lost their case, big time because they'd no case. They
were being offered extra money to come in early, they wouldn't come in early. It was a case of
survival and they didn't understand this that survival was necessary. They couldn't conceive of the
drop in tips because the way the business went. They couldn't understand I was trying to keep the
Guinea Pig together and keep their jobs together.
345 .MM: Go back to this. Clearly this is a pivotal in Dublin and Irish restaurants, fine dining
particularly is around this ' 87 and '89.
346.MS:
Then '91 you had a serious recession don't forget, a serious recession in '91. So '87/'89,
around that time that's went Restaurant na Mara went into a loss situation, but it was owned by
CIE so they didn't care. The Mirabeau closed down, at least that was part of the reason it closed
down, but all the corporate businesses.
347.MM: Because I remember John Howard talking about this in interviews and stuff like that, that
it was a big ...
348.MS:
Well John was a great help to me. John Howard put me in the right direction. I'd like that
on the record. He put me in the right direction and so did John O' Sullivan in Roly's. We had chats
about this. But we discussed it and the same with old Joe Gray, and again we discussed this,
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although, I'll tell you a thing about Old Joe Gray from The Celtic Mews. Old Joe Gray came out
here with his Maura in the beginning and we became very good friends and he gave my wife and
myself some very, very good advice as to the running of the restaurant from the front of the house
side because we knew nothing about the front of the house side. I'll tell you what' s fascinating, we
were open two nights and somebody wanted a glass of vintage port and we didn't have vintage
port, we had it the next day. Couple of nights later there was a guy in looking for lobsters, we had
lobsters in the next day. Someone looking for Cuban cigars we had Cuban cigars the next day, so
we were actually chasing the customer standard rather than setting the standard for the customer.
We didn 't realise that there was that kind of customer out there demanding that kind of food and
that kind of drink so within two or three weeks the restaurant had transformed itself from what I
thought was just an ordinary restaurant into a very high quality clientele, demanding Chateau
Palmer and Lynch Bages and Mouton Rothschild. They were drinking vintage port by the bottle,
they were drinking 1952 Brandy or Armagnac by the glass and we were just staggered. I mean that
was the standard that was out there looking to get in here and then we realised that these were
customers that used to come before way back and had great memories of the restaurant and were
delighted to come back to the Guinea Pig with better food, better ambience, but we weren't
offering them what they were expecting .
349 .But we jumped on the band wagon very quickly and I can tell you I was into Foxes and buying my
cigars the next day. This is when the cigar came out. I started smoking cigars. There was a very
nice feeling for the old Cuban cigars after that but like I say if you come from a poor background I
think its inevitable that you'll want to live like the people you're serving or at least you think they
have money. They look like they've money, they're spending big money and I think you have to
do that and get it out of your system because I will never grow old and say I wish I'd done this or
I'd done that. The first menu I had ...
350.MM:

I'm just looking at the first menu.

351.MS:
It was not very practical. I tried to model it on the Hibernian Hotel a little bit. That
wasn' t my very first menu; that was my second menu.
352.MM:

I'm looking the steak tartare. Would that have been done at the table?

353.MS:
At the table, beautifully done. The Entrecote Poivrade was flambeed at the table. The
duck was flambeed at the table. Cherry (Inaudible) were flarnbeed at the table. Even the Crepe
Suzettes were flambeed at the table . Flambeed
354.MM:

Right, the rest of it would have been plate service though.

3 55 .MS:

It would have been plate service, plate service oh yeah.

356.MM:

Except the Dover Sole was probably done at the table .

In the beginning we did it at the table but as years went on waiting staff were not as well
357 .MS:
trained into but we' d present it so bring it back and then take off the bone.
358 .MM: Perfect. The other thing I'm looking at here as well you have fresh Colimore lobster and
that's lovely because you're giving the localness to it.
359 .MS:

I still do and the Dalkey crab.

360.MM:

Yeah and the other thing I'm noticing there as well you had Escargot Chabilisienne.

361.MS:

They sold very well in those days.

362.MM:

What type of snails, were they fresh snails or were they tinned snails?
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363 .MS:

Oh they were always tinned snails. There were never any fresh snails in those days.

364.MM: And basically it was tinned snails and then you made up sort of the butter with it and then
melted it on the ...
365.MS:
Clair.

Baked in the oven yeah. Oh they were big sellers in those days yeah. And the Tortue

366.MM:

Yeah turtle soup like this was now turtle herbs and actually this was consomme.

What you did, you did both. You made a consomme, you put in the herbs but you also
367 .MS:
got some tinned turtle soup.
368 .MM:

Oh, tinned turtle soup?

369 .MS:
Even in the Hibernian they used tinned turtle soup and the herbs and the consomme but
the experience from working in the Hibernian where they made everything like that you know
from scratch even the lobster bisque was made with raw lobsters baked in the oven and flambeed
and then passed through a sieve. Well first of all you crushed with a mortar and then you passed
then through. I mean it was just incredible quality, the standard was so high it was amazing, and
the old Chateaubriand as well, yeah.
370.MM: Well changes clearly came in that you stopped doing as much table work, was it because,
as you said, the quality of waiters weren't there to do it?
371.MS:
Yeah, that was one of the problems and then I think what happened was around the 1990s
time that sort of period when there was a huge problem, I think we tightened up menus and we
tightened up a lot of things and made a lot of things much more simple, and having eaten out in
England and eaten in France and eaten in Italy and Spain and like we say Madeira we were behind
in many ways in what they were doing. Some of the old French style restaurants in the hotels were
still doing you 1950 style cooking and service, but the more modem restaurants were just getting
rid of all the Lobster Newberg and that sort of stuff, Prawns Thermidor, or whatever, they were all
disappearing off menus and the names you always put behind dishes were also beginning to
disappear. So we simplified things and we have never changed back to that kind of menu again.
People don't remember that menu and you wouldn't sell turtle soup today and you wouldn't sell
Windsor soup today and you wouldn't sell snails today, like you did. I mean the shells were as
expensive as the snails. You wouldn't sell just crab like you would years ago so .. .
3 72 .MM: So you bought the shells. You bought the snails in the tins. You put the tin into the shell,
put the butter on it and baked it.
373.MS:
Right and you had the fork and the tongs to go with it (laugh). So what else was there that
was very popular let me think. Escallops, we ended up putting just escallops and garlic and a
lemon butter. Prawn curry. I mean that was a pain in the ass, because you had papadoms and
chutney and coconut and sultanas and pilaff rice. We tried to do it right and the big problem with
chateaubriand was people looking for, they were looking for one pink, and one well done and how
do you do that. That's impossible. The other thing that was a problem was when we bought the
second house and doubled it to capacity, the same kitchen was there so we ended up .
374.MM:

When did that happen?

1980. Sorry I didn't explain that you early on. In 1980 the private house next door came
375.MS:
up for sale. We bought it for £23,000 and within two months we' d broken in, put a new floor in,
painted the walls, got the tables and chairs in and opened up.
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376.MM:

What was your original seating capacity, around twenty-five or thirty?

377.MS:

Twenty-six which economically wasn't viable.

378 .MM:

So you moved from that then to around forty-five or something?

379.MS:
Ah no sixty-six, sixty odd. But that happened in 1980. We took it over, we bought it in
November. I didn't start paying for it, I didn't put a deposit down until January but I knew the guy
that owned it and he didn't seem to care so we broke through the window in the front and poured
cement in to put a floor in within a week and the deposit still hadn't been paid and the loan hadn't
been achieved and we opened up on about the 1Oth December but we were already in capacity
here. We were just over capacity. I mean this restaurant was full seven nights, six nights a week at
that stage. That's back in 1980 now. Its full, full, full. So this gave us the extra space. In the old
days that bar wasn ' t there, that bar was in a little back room so we eventually bought it up to the
front then, opened up the back room.
380.But let me something about the financing of this which I found amazing. We unsuccessfully tried
to get money to buy this place and I went to my wife's sister's husband who was an accountant
and he lived in Virginia (Cavan) and we sat down for three nights in Virginia and we worked out
an eighteen page document full of the biggest amount of rubbish, projections, projections and
budgets and progress and you know the financing of it. We actually called it a proposal by Mervyn
and Florence Stewart for the acquisition, operation and financing of the Guinea Pig Restaurant,
and I brought it to a broker and I had the money inside three days, and I realised then that all the
banks want to know is your ability to project figures. Your ability to work out budgeting concepts,
and plan ahead, so all they're interested at the end of the day is how you are going to pay the
money back and you showed an ability to do that.
381.But later within two weeks of getting it opened a friend of mine who lived in Killiney also worked
in a bank and he'd just done a credit course. And he said 'who is doing your books?' And I said
'what books' because I didn't have a clue at that stage what books. So he sat me down and
explained to me that a lot of restaurants, businesses forget restaurants go out of business within
two years because they haven't set up financial controls. They haven't realised that the money in
the till is not there's. You've got to project money forward into taxes and you got to budget a little
bit and you've got to keep your books up to date and your P AYE and PRSI was different in those
days. I think the turnover tax was 2.5% in those days so he sat me down and we worked it out and
he said 'look I'll do your books for you for a minimum amount of money' he said 'because if you
don't have to worry about doing your books you can stay with entrepreneurial skills, do your thing
and I'll look after this because I'm isolated from the day to day running' and people who try to do
their books invariably get in trouble and go out of business and I wasn't trained. So we've done
that ever since. We've never, I've never, all my invoices and statements come in. I check them
over, just look at them and they go into a bag and they go to my bookkeeper who runs them up as
far as trial balance and then they go once a year to the auditors. And another thing we've been
doing for many, many years on his instigation is that we have the VAT on direct debit. For years
and years and years and we've always got enough if not more in the till as it were to cover the
annual bill. Sometimes we could be five or six thousand over. You might be a thousand under but
it's always in balance. So you're not going to borrow the money to pay last year' s tax and that
way we've kept financially very sound, very sound. And that's a serious lesson that I learnt, I
learnt that thirty years ago.
382.MM: Tell me you spent some time, you mentioned briefly earlier on you spent some time as
President of the Panel of Chefs . How did you get involved with the Panel of Chefs?
383.MS:

Well I was a member of the Panel of Chefs from about the age of twenty and . ..

384.MM:

Right from say the Metropole, is this probably because of Marley would it be?
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385 .MS:
Around that time but it had fallen into disuse and I got a phone call from the organisers of
the Hotel and Catering Exhibition wanting to know would I take on the mantle of doing the Salon
Culinare for that year so I rang a few guys around and they said okay you're the President, you do
it (laugh). That's how it happened.
386.MM:

So that was really the reforming.

Yeah I wasn't happy with what I did now. What happened basically was in the
387.MS:
Burlington they had it that year and I didn't have any political clout with the management in the
Burlington so they were meant to get all these tables set up in the room and all the clogs on ready
to go and the kitchen porters didn't want to know me. They were always looking for 'back
handers', I was the chef I was in the Clarence Hotel at that stage, no I was in the Clarence Hotel
when I became the President and I just couldn't get the clout to get to get any management to cooperate with me to get this done. They didn't want to deal with me. Who are you are? And it was a
problem and when the chefs started to bring stuff in there was a guy called Darsonval was one of
the judges that year and another guy I can't remember his name and they were going mental
because the stuff was being brought in and the tables weren't ready. But they got it set up
eventually and got it going. Now it wasn't a great exhibition. It was fairly limited but it was the
start again of it and I was President then until 1978. They had twenty-five members paid up at that
stage so it was coming back again.
388.MM:

And who was involved at that stage?

389.MS:

I think Noel Cullen or someone like that.

390.MM:

I think Noel did. Was Noel Cullen in the Gresham at that stage or something like that?

39l.MS:

He was in the Gresham.

392.MM: I think at that stage you had Noel, so you had yourself, you had Michael Marley was still,
was he a member there. Was Marley in the Metropole a lot or was he over in England as well
working for ranks or what was the story?
I think he was in head office. In Dublin head office of Rank's as far as I know. But Matt
393.MS:
Byrne was still involved and Noel Cullen and a lot of other guys.
394.MM:

Eugene McSweeney.

395 .MS:

Eugene McSweeney would have been involved and Eugene McGovern then as well.

396.MM:

Where did Eugene McSweeney work? Was he in the Moira or?

He ended up as head chef in a restaurant up in Rathmines belonging to John O'Sullivan.
397 .MS:
Of course you know he opened his own restaurant, Lacken House, down in Kilkenny, he was
always known as Golden Hands, you know that, that was his nick name.
398 .MM:

Yeah how did that come about?

399.MS:
Because he won the awards. He was the first guy to win gold medals in Hotelympia you
know. He was the first gold medal winner. Yeah that's what he was.
400.MM:

I think Marley had won gold a long time ago.

40 l.MS:

When he was in England.

402.MM:

Oh maybe yeah, but this was of the new breed as such.
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403 .MS:
But anyway to cut a long story short he was just known as golden hands and again he was
a guy like myself that put himself forward in the firing line as an entrepreneurial guy but its very
sad cause I said to him 'what happened all the awards, you've got more awards than I've ever
seen'. 'Well they're in a box now' he says. And that's sad because his awards we'd seen them all
around the place. They're worth nothing to you on the day, on the day they're worth something if
you get publicity but they're just dead wood after that. I've an attic full of them going back thirty
years and they're worth nothing to me so what's the point?
404.MM: At that time as well we had the likes of you know you opened up, clearly you were
influenced by Sean Kinsella down in the Mirabeau. At the same time or a little bit earlier than this,
you had Aidan McManus open out in the King Sitric.
405 .MS:

He opened thirty-six years ago, a long time ago.

406.MM:

Yeah, John Howard opened up roughly around that time as well.

407.MS:
John would have influenced me from a different way. John's entrepreneurial skills
influenced me from a different way. John's entrepreneurial skills were there. John was doing
great. His location was incredible. He was there a couple of years before me and he was, you see
John worked more from an angle of I'm a gold medal winner chef and I was never a gold medal
winner chef. So how do I explain that? He would have, and so would golden hands, he would have
been in the same situation- 'Gold medal winner, Hotelympia London. Winner of the Irish team',
and he would got publicity on television from that and on radio and in the magazines which I
wouldn't have got.
408.MM: So you created a persona for yourself really. You were very clever from a marketing
perspective because you created this sort of persona; you know the moustache, the dickey bow, the
cigar, the car outside and the whole lot. You know, you projected success.
409 .MS:
But people didn't know me, people didn't know my background and one of the mistakes I
made was that as a member of the Irish Hotel and Catering Institute I was a fellow, I still am a
fellow, a member of this, President of Liffey Valley's Lions Club, I had a whole page of crap
about myself in the menu and it became a stick to beat me with because all the cookery writers
coming in, you know one of them said 'this gentleman has excelled in areas of marketing and this,
and this, and this but I'm afraid the cooking doesn't match up to the bidding'. So that's a problem.
That's a problem. So I dumped all that stuff then. I said 'let the food speak for itself'. Forget it.
That's when I really eased off the marketing because even the tax inspectors coming in were
saying 'is that your car outside the door', 'yeah', 'where did you buy it, how much did you pay for
it, how do you finance it, where does the money come from the petrol, who do you insure it with
and you know your Louis Copeland suit and you silk ties now where is the money coming from
with all this lifestyle.' And I got annoyed with this and I said 'look you're looking at too much
television' I said. 'I'm not a mafia' I said. 'I'm just an ordinary guy here running a restaurant' I
said, 'I cook in the kitchen, I wash floors, I was pots, I peel potatoes, I said this is a public
persona, this is an image that I project to the public because the wealthy public like to be
associated with people who look successful.' So I said 'it's a marketing thing, don't ever confuse
the public representation of my image to the reality of cooking in a kitchen'.
410.MM: Sean Kinsella had that problem as in he had a big tax bill because actually it was nearly
the Revenue started to believe the hype, do you know what I mean and they started to say no this
guy must have more than he does and sure he didn't.
4ll.MS:
Well you see Sean was too generous. But Sean was not a businessman, he was an
entrepreneur. He did not look after his business point of view. He was just too generous to
customers, ducks and bottles of port and that.
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412.MM:

Ah sure half the people weren't paying.

413.MS:
Yeah but he'd also be robbed by his staff. You see ifyou're going to be an entrepreneur
just like Conrad Gallagher, he's been in my restaurant many times, we've had great discussions
about this. I said to Conrad you know, you've got to let somebody else take over the running of
the restaurant and do your entrepreneurial bit. Ah no, no, he could do it all. He couldn't but you
know the story there. He believed his own hype. But I believed my own hype for a while as well
but you know you do loose the run of yourself a little bit and I mean a great leveller was what
happened with Alex Ferguson the manager of the United football team, a wealthy man in his own
right who got involved with the Magniers and these people who prepare the horses and he owned
the leg of a horse or at least he thought he did and they put him down in his little box saying to
him 'you're not one of us ', you know, you are, 'you are who you are, we are the Magniers', we are
the whatever and he was just a runner in and they let him know he was only a runner in. He was
new money but he hadn't got their kind of money and you know one of the things I've never done
here in thirty years was got personally involved with one customer. Never go to a customer' s
home, never socialise with customers. I might play golf with the odd one here and there but I just
don't want to know who they are, I don't want to know anything about their lifestyle. I have my
lifestyle and keep our cards close to our chest and you can't go to people's homes as a
restaurateur. You 're still in their eyes only a restaurateur.
414.MM:

Yeah. Keep it professional.

415.MS:
Keep it professional and socialising, you don't see my name in the social columns, we
don't go to receptions, we don't go to ... You don't see my name. I'll tell you what it is. I'm sixtytwo years of age, I value my time off. I work five nights a week on average in the kitchen. I play
golf twice a week. Go for walks, I do a bit of gardening, I read a lot. I enjoy my lifestyle but I
don't want to be socialising and I don't drink anyway so drinking isn't a thing I would be doing
but I don't want to know my customers. I want them to come in and buy the product. Be friendly
with them, be nice to them, make them feel very welcome but not become friends.
416.MM:

Did you drink at any stage?

417 .MS:

Oh yeah, oh yeah.

418 .MM:

And have you stopped drinking altogether?

419.MS:
Nineteen years ago. Because again it sort of, it coincided with two things. I was drinking
too much back in the late '80s and what actually was in '91 when we really had a big problem. I
mean after the tax allowance on the corporate dining we had to get a license and what happened
there was I had to put the head down to try and get the money together to concentrate, concentrate,
concentrate and I'm giving up drinking for three months. I'm going to get through the whole
Christmas here, get this thing back on track. Ninety-one was follow on to ' 89 and it never really
had come back up at that stage and I decided at that stage I don't want to go back on it. I never
drank since. I like my cigars though.
420.1 decided at that stage it was getting me nowhere. You see the problem was you had a gang of
guys like myself, all restaurateurs who met regular. We went to wine tasting, whiskey tasting,
brandy tasting, we' d fly off to London to a show, we'd spend three days in London. We'd go off
to France for a couple of days.
421 .MM:

Who was that gang, was that John Howard?

422.MS:
There would have been John Howard, there would have been Aidan McManus, not so
much Aidan, John McManus.
423 .MM:

Is that his brother?
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(Michael Marley far left, Pierce Hingston far right)
424.MS:

His brother yeah.

425.MM:

Oh he owned the Wishbone here in Glasthule.

426.MS:
And there was old Joe Gray. There was your man, Power, not Power. Who was the guy
that owned the Red House?
427.MM:

In Newbridge. I can't remember now.

428 .MS:
And Joe Gray and then James Gray sometimes as well and John O'Sullivan of course and
his wife . And there were a few other hangers on, but we used to regularly fly off somewhere or go
off for weekends somewhere.
429 .MM:

And was this through the Restaurant Association of Ireland or. .. ?

430.MS:
Unofficially. Partly golf, partly go!±: we might get a private plane to the Isle of Man fur
golf but you couldn't keep doing that, you know, you just couldn't keep going and even someone
would ring up and say ' listen what are you doing next weekend' and you'd say 'nothing why'
'well we're thinking of going over watching Cliff Richard or something, will you join us? 'Yeah
right, put me down'. Two days in London and you just did it but you weren't thinking of the
consequences long-term and of course all the wine tasting all over the place and you'd leave there
five in the evening half 'scuttered' and you'd say 'ah we'll have dinner somewhere now' and
you'd ring the restaurant and say 'are you okay there?' and you were beginning if you weren't
careful to loose the little touch of reality because you're socialising too much.
431.MM:

You nearly resent having to come back (laugh).
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432.MS:
But that all stopped dead in 1991 . I did a course in marketing. I did a course in cost
control through CERT. Every course they had I went on. Oh yeah, and I was gaining knowledge
all the time. I kept up to date with that and I just ...
433.MM:

Who was your contact in CERT.

434.MS:

Geraghty.

435 .MM:

There was a Geraghty in there yeah .

436.MS:

I can't remember.

437 .MM:

Were these run up in Roebuck or were they run in Ami ens Street?

438 .MS:
the ...

No down in Catha! Brugha Street. But what was interesting was Mor Murnaghan was

439.MM:

The principal or whatever.

440.MS:
The principal. Well let me tell you something I see here. Yeah this only comes to my
mind now. I got to know Mor Murnaghan for some reason and she had me sitting on committees
and councils and things and she introduced me to the manager in the Gresham, a big guy with
glasses, I can't remember his name.
441 .MM:

This guy went on then, Eo in Dillon, was it?

442.MS:
Eoin Dillon and the guy that used to own the La Touche hotel in Greystones and Lee
Kidney. Now I was a chef right but they figured I was different from all the chefs they knew so
that will tell you a story and why I don't know. I never really figured it out and I was invited to
join the Irish Hotel Institute, the first chef ever and I sat on council and deliberating on various
aspects of things and looking at the future for cooks and chefs and training and what was needed
and how things were going to go. I learnt an awful lot from those guys. Eoin Dillon and I were
great friends and there was fellas looking and saying what was he doing with them even Edwards
was saying 'what are you doing with those guys?' you know. I was thinking of my future, I wasn't
thinking like a chef. I was thinking like a manager at that stage. And I got on terribly well, I was
well dressed, clean, articulate, seemed to know what I was talking about and it was just amazing. I
got to know all these people and Toddy 0 'Sullivan as well. I used them for the Guinea Pig as well
by the way. Inviting them for dinner and they sent their customers out to me. It was all marketing,
marketing, networking but I was networking without even knowing I was networking. I just found
it fascinating but I was going to say something there a minute ago, it crossed my mind, it's gone
out of my head. Oh yeah, there was a man came in here from early days called John Bums and
John Bums owned a company called Helsings (inaudible), a big pharmaceutical company up in
Sandyford and he came in here one night and he said 'by the way I've got some news for you that
I thought you might be interested', I said 'what's that'. 'You've been nominated to become a
member of the Marketing Institute of Ireland.' I said 'why?' He said 'we figure that your
marketing abilities here, you could teach an awful lot of the members of the marketing institute
how to market their business and as President this year I can call up two members as members,
and I think you're very much deserving of a membership of the Marketing Institute of Ireland'.
So, I became a member and then back in the '80s then I became a fellow of the Irish Hotel and
Catering Institute for whatever reason I don't know. Again they said its marketing and it's the
image you've created and all that so in my early days I had an incredible image. I mean Derry
Clarke will tell you when he was training I was one of the guys he looked up to because I was
always in the papers and magazines and doing things so I was like a Kinsella, I was like a John
Howard. I mean there was a lot of publicity and stuff going on and we were always vying for
publicity. In fact we were and there was murder over that sometimes. Kinsella used to go mental if
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I got a big mention and he didn't. So it' s probably in young chefs' images in college looking to
these so called chefs that were doing great things. But again doesn't it prove what the image does.
443 .MM:

Oh absolutely yeah.

444.MS:
The image is everything, you know. Even today now I make sure I've a clean uniform, a
clean apron. I'll come in to the restaurant every night, even when I'm off, if I'm back early and
talk to the customers and say ' hi, how're you doing, good to see you' and chat away and keep
going and off you go and they love that. Especially the hosts love you to come to their table. But
you have to have confidence as well.
445 .MM: Around the '70s okay do remember anything about Jammet's or the Red Bank or were
you too young for that really.
446.MS:
I was too young for that. I mean the names were there. The Jamrnets was there, the Red
Bank was there but I wouldn ' t have known them, we'd never been in them.
447 .MM:

There was then, after that then you had the ...

448 .MS:

The Copper Grill in the old Jury's was very good.

449.MM:

Yeah the Copper Grill.

450.MS:

That was old Joe Gray.

45l.MM:

Willy Widmer was the che£

452 .MS:

That's right.

453 .MM:

That was moment. That was real moment. Did you ever eat there?

454.MS:
Would you believe, my wife reminds me, I don't remember. On our frrst anniversary in
1965, '66 we went in and had a bottle of champagne and a meal. She says she always remembers.
She at that stage was getting sucked into to my vision in high class restaurants and all that kind of
stuff so I saved up a few bob and I went in for a meal and she said the waiter spent his time
watching us that we didn't run out the door and not pay because we didn't look like we could
afford to pay (laugh). But, you know, when I was going on my honeymoon to London Mrs Handy,
the famous Mrs Handy, she gave me two pounds and said 'that's specifically for yourself and your
wife to have lunch in Simpsons on the Strand' .
455 .MM:

Right.

456 .MS:
And of course here we walk up two Paddys in their twenties and there's no way we get
in. We couldn' t get in. If I'd the sense to say to the guy look I'm an Irish chef from a big hotel in
Dublin and I've been given money to come here to eat and see what its like, couldn't get in.
457 .MM:

Its gas, the whole snob element of it, do you know what I mean.

458.MS:
We probably thought we were well dressed with our new clothes on us but we were just
innocent twenty year old and obviously to get into those kind of places then just like the Copper
Grill in the old Jurys. You know the bar in Jurys is in Zurich now. I believe its still there down to
the nuts and bolts.
459.MM:
was ...

There were other places that opened up later, there was the Lord Edward opened up, there
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460.MS:
The Lord Edward was the first fish restaurant in Dublin you know that That was the
brain child of Blanche Cunniam, the wife ofTom Cunniam. Tom Cunniam had a certain influence
in my life as well because he was known as the gentleman restaurateur. He ran the bar, the lounge
and the restaurant and they were exclusively fish so he had a, if you were to ask me who had
positive influences on my life in the trade. Dave Edwards would be one, Matt Byrne, Joe Gray,
Sean Kinsella would you believe?, John O'Sullivan from Roly's, before it was Roly's he was in
Blakes. Those people would have had serious positive influences. I learnt from them and took the
information from them and used that information for my own ends.
46l.MM:

When did you get to know John O'Sullivan?

462.MS:

Wine tasting.

463 .MM:

And that's when he had Blakes at the time?

464.MM:

Yeah. And when did you get to know Tom Cunniam?

465.MS:
The first time I met Tom Cunniam was at a Diners Club reception in where the Russell
used to be, in the new building there.
466.MM: Yeah I think they call it Stokes Court or something like that because I think one of the
clients, I think it Stokes, Kennedy, Crowley yeah. The Diners Club, yeah.
467.MS:
Tom and his wife, they opened the first fish restaurant ever in Dublin before the King
Sitric as far as I know.
468 .MM:

1968 I think it was.

469 .MS:

I think they opened it up in '59 or something, around that time.

470.MM: As fur as I know it opened directly after, as far as I know it opened in '68 directly after,
once the Red Bank shut down, they actually took the staff of the Red Bank and they put them in
there. Gerry Ferns was the chef
47l.MS:
That's what it was. You know more than I know. But of course Tom has retired now, you
know that?
472.MM:

Yeah but didn't he sell on then to someone. He was only there for the first few years.

473.MS:

Ah no, no, Tom was there all his life. No, no, Tom.

474.MM:

What about David Lester?

475.MS:
David Lester took it over about ten or twelve years ago. No, no, Tom was third
generation there.
476.MM:

Okay that's right, yeah.

4 77 .MS:

There's a hotel come pub down in Wicklow which was before Rathnew ...

478.MM:

Ah the famous old one is it?

479.MS:

Yeah. That was run by Tom Cunniam's grandfather.

480.MM:

Do you remember anything of Snaffles? It was on Leeson Street.
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481.MS:

I've never been in it but there's a new restaurant up there. Mike Butt.

482.MM:

The Tandoori rooms yeah and the .. .

483 .MS:

He was a very nice guy.

484.MM:
yeah.

I've spoken to his wife. He was born in Kenya of Indian parents. Yeah, yeah. Mike was

485 .MS:

You've got a lot of information haven't you over the last while.

486.MM:

Ah I've been at this for five years now so .. .

487 .MS:

What are you going to do with all eventually?

488.MM: Ah well there will be at least one book in it you know what I mean but I'll get the PhD
out of the way first sort of thing you know but there's ... I'm trying to think who else was at that
time. There was a place called the Soup Bowl, Peter Powrie.
489.MS:
As soon as you mentioned that place because before we bought the Guinea Pig we had
dined there and I loved the style of the place. He had avocados in a bowl inside the hallway and
he had other bits and pieces and avocados weren't know in those days . They were just something,
they hadn't even come in. I'd never even seen them in the Hibernian and that was in the '60s, the
late '60s so he would have had, of course alcohol was his problem in the end.
490.MM:

Like many more yeah.

491.MS:
Like many more. So he would have had an influence on my thought processes as well.
(Inaudible) as a kind of style because of course when we bought the Guinea Pig it was just there so
you couldn't do enough. If you look around here its purposely left like this. It's a time warp. I
can't change this, the customers would go mental. Too many customers would go mental. The
menu, don't ever take that off. I mean I'm looking at your man McKenna moaning about too much
belly pork and lamb shank.
492.MM:

People want it.

493.MS:
I could tell you people come in here and they'll eat nothing else but either crispy old
fashioned duck or lamb shank or whatever it is that can not go off the menu, that's what they want.
494.MM: I've a few points here and I've probably covered most of them so I'll just go through
them so that we haven't. The first one was looking at sort of class distinction, sort of proftle of
customers and staff. The idea of being indentured or sold into slavery sort of thing to suddenly the
children of...
495.MS:
You wouldn't have understood what adventure meant at the time. Again it's an old
fashioned terminology. I mean I left, I'm not supposed to leave but I left when I left so I was gone
so no one tried to stop me . I think I'm beginning to fade into consciousness.
496.MM:
years.

But the idea is you had originally signed a contract that you were going to stay for five

497 .MS:

My argument was I was not getting .. .

498.MM:

You weren't being looked after.
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499.MS:
I wasn't getting a year here. I said it to the head chefl was supposed to be getting a year
in the larder, a year in the pastry, a year in the sauces, a year in the veg and a year whatever and I
wasn't getting that so I'm out of here.
500 .MM: Another interesting thing is that your, in a way carne from a slightly different background
than the average chef. I mean Church of Ireland, being from a small school, no drink, you know
what I mean. You came from slightly different. . .
A very old fashioned Christian orientated moral background basically yeah.
50l.MS:
different.

Very

502.MM: Technological changes, because actually we've covered the idea about profile, the fact
that you couldn't get into 'Simpsons on the Strand' you know shows that there was a class
distinction even from a customers perspective even who would come as a customer.
503.MS:

Who' d be let in.

504.MM: Who'd be let in, yeah, yeah. Technological changes, there were coal ovens you said in
the Royal Hibernian, when you carne to the Metropole then it was ...
505.MS:

It was coal ovens, the Metropole was gas.

506.MM: But things basically, we spoke about here you updated then over the years here that sort
of thing.
507 .MS:

Well we spent€223 ,000 three years ago here.

508 .MM: Yeah. Social customs was another thing. Black fast days, Lent, fish on Fridays that sort
of stuff, we've touched on that a bit.
509.MS:
We did but it was absolutely strict. When the fasting was finished on Fridays fish sales
went through the roof during the week. It became fashionable to eat fish because you didn't have
to.
510.MM: Right and up till then you felt that defmitely the fasting on Friday had a negative affect
on fish sales the rest of the week or perception of fish.
51l.MS:

No, no, no you just didn't sell meat on a Friday. It's as simple as that.

512.MM: But you mentioned the fact that you were a trancher on a Friday in the Gresham because
there wasn' t going to be much business on the trolley with Barney N eel an was there the rest of the
day, the rest of the time.
513.MS:

Yeah.

514 .MM:

Gender, women in kitchens. Were there any? You had Mary Murphy in the Hibernian.

515.MS:

Well she bullied her away around the place.

516.MM:

Well she nearly had to be twice as a strong as a man.

517.MS:
Well exactly yeah . Well there were very few, well I don't remember working with
women in any kitchen anywhere other than Mary Murphy. I had a few cooks in the Guinea Pig
over the years but they didn't last the pace because the pace was pretty hectic. Now my attitude
has been, they get the same pay to do the same work and no deviation from that. If you want the
same money you get it but you do the same work, very simple but its true .
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518 .MM: Who did you feel, I was looking at trying to identifY who the sort of catalyst for change,
like who were the people who caused change to happen and people I had sort of thought about was
the likes of PV Doyle, Patrick Guilbaud, John Howard, you know, John O'Sullivan, you know
these sort of people.

Figure MS.8: Staff from Berkley Court Hotel in Dankers World c.1991
519.MS:

You have them all.

520.MM: PV from what I see made dining or made eating out sort of affordable for the average Joe
in a way by his restaurants or his hotels were more middle class.
521.MS:
I don't know about that. No I'll tell you what, what changed perceptions about restaurants
was people started going on holidays in the '60s and '70s and '80s and more in the '80s, in the
'70s and '80s, Irish people for the first time started going abroad and they were exposed to fish
and other types of dishes abroad. You always had the aficionados of Indian cuisine and a bit of
Chinese. That was always there on a small scale but when the Irish started going abroad to Spain
and Portugal they were introduced to fish and calamari and they wanted it when they came home.
End oflnterview
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